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Testing an electron beam deflection innovation 

Michael Retsky 
Electron Optics Development Co., LLC 

ABSTRACT 

While not obvious, deflection aberration is a key aberration in Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) design. A new concept in electron 
beam deflection with electric fields, originally proposed in 1997, is now being tested in the laboratory. Using a beam 
injected off the axis of symmetry, deflection aberrations are predicted to be 10 fold reduced compared to symmetrical 
injection. This would be less than magnetic deflection aberrations. If the invention proves to be valid, important 
improvements are possible in CRT brightness, resolution, energy consumption, and footprint reduction. As one example, 
reducing deflection aberrations allows larger beam diameters in the deflection plane as well as laiger deflection angles. This 
will reduce space charge spread, allowing larger beam currents and/or smaller focussed spot size. Improved medical 
imaging displays could be built. For another example, much of the energy consumed in a magnetically deflected CRT 
displ^ is associated with deflection. Electric deflection has a significant advantage in energy consumed compared to 
magnetic deflection. With 400 million CRTs in daily use in the US consuming 0.54 quads, there is a large incentive to 
reduce power consunq)tion in CRTs particulariy so since excess heat produced adds to office air conditioning loads. 

Keywords: Electric deflection aberration CRT energy consumption mammography workstation display 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a CRT, an electron beam is scanned in raster fashion over a phosphor screen. The current in the beam is modulated to 
produce the desired light output pattern. Because of the low mass of electrons it is easy to deflect electron beams. It is much 
harder to additionally preserve the ability to finely focus the beam after deflection. Since deflection aberrations increase 
with beam diameter and angle of deflection, a variety of interrelated detrimental attributes of CRTs such as large footprint 
and limited resolution are ultimately traceable to design compromises stemming fix>m deflection aberrations. 

There are two ways to deflect an electron beam - using magnetic fields or electric fields. The vast majority of CRT displays 
use magnetic deflection. The basic advantage of magnetic deflection is that deflection aberrations are lower by a factor of 2 
or 3 compared to electric field deflection.'"^ However, electric (often called electrostatic whether the activity is static or 
dynamic) deflection is more energy efficient. According to Tsukkeiman,^ for a beam voltage of 20 kV, electric field 
deflection requires only 26% as much energy as magnetic field deflection. While magnetic deflection is better for 
aberrations, electrostatic deflection is better for eneigy efficiency. A way to significantly reduce electrostatic deflection 
aberrations would be an inqx)rtant development. 

This has recently been accon^lished - at least according to calculations. A new method has been invented for electrostatic 
deflection, which for the first time makes electric field deflection aberrations lower than for magnetic field deflection. The 
invention has been patented and published ""^^ In brief, when using electrostatic deflection, electrons are directed to pass 
between oppositely charged shaped conducting plates. It has always been assumed that the optimum injection placement of 
the beam is symmetrically between the deflection plates. I have found that, instead, electrostatic deflection aberrations can 
be reduced 10 fold by injecting the electron beam at an optimized offset position into a conventional deflection plate 
assembly. The "sweet spot" is not near the center where it would be expected based upon looking at the fiinge fields (fig. 
1). The optimum injection position is far offset towards the attracting plate. US patent 5,825,123 was issued Oct 20,1998 
and 6,232,709 was issued May 15,2001 for this invention. The computed improvement in deflection aberration with offset 
is seen in fig. 2. If conventionally injected in the center between the two shaped deflection plates the best focused beam has 
0.004" diameter. At optimum mjection offset the beam focuses down to 0.00025" - a 16 fold reduction. The optimum offset 
is 33% toward the attracting plate in this example. 

The concept of solving an electron optics problem using asymmetiy is not new. In Feynman's famous 1959 talk to the 
American Physical Society at CalTech when nanotechnology was first mentioned, be lamented the Umited resolution of 
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elartron microscopes: "The reaMn the electron micirocope is m poor is that the/vahie of the lem^ is only 1 part to 1000: 
you do not have a big enough numerical aperture, AIMI I know that there are throrems which prove that it is impossible, 
with axially symmetrical field len^s, to iroduce an/value any bi^er than m and m; and therefore the reMMng i»wer at 
the pre^nt time is at ite theoretical maximum. But in every theory ttee are assumptions. Why must Urn field be 
symmetrical? I put this to you m a challenge: Is there no way to make the electron micn^qje more ixsweriul?"' 

The standanl approach to studying deflection abenatioiB is to a^jroximate solutions to complex iittegral equatiorw using 
jwlynomial expansions of displacement or angle to third and higher order terms. The^ hi^er order calculatiorK are higMy 
complex and typically require equatiom that fill entire i»ges. This methai breaks down fir off axis. Perhaps thM is why tte 
asyrrunetrical solution pro^s^ in 1997 was not dissjvered previously. 

In this iMper, I will diKa^ what could be done if the i<ka works m predicted and then dewaibe the experimental ^tup 
uruier construction to test the irmovation. There are many applications in which elytron or ion beanK are deflectai. The 
appHcations disaissrf Irere are restricted to CRTs - jMrticularly to make an improve resolution/bri^tnes monochrome 
CRT for medical imaging arui to make a lower energy consuming color CRT with i^uc^ footprint for computer monitors 
and cormneixaal TV. 

2. POTENTIAL RESOLUTION AND BRIGHTNE^ ADVANTAGES 

In appBcations of elsjtron optics, it is often ^sirable to create small, bright fcKaisai spots. There is n^d for sirch 
improvements in m^cal display devices, particularly m when ui^ as the display output of digitd mammography 
worteations. TMs n^d is well i^cogni^d by Natioril Inaitutes of Health: "EWgitol Mammography is one of the most 
promising re^arch areas for improving early detection of breast cancer, however, current roft-copy (i.e., video) display 
^sterns remain an imi«diment to fiill reali^tion of the pjtenJial of digitel mammography. Ertemive effort is miuired for 
the successful development, testing and implementation of digital mammogr^hy displays and workstation (tesign for 
inmge irrterpretMioa Stralies are needai to c*jectively evaluate display technologies for mammographic imaging. High 
i^lution display technologies providing high si»tial and contiMt reK)lirtion, hi^ luminance, high (fynamic range airf 
wide viewing angle at reasonable c»st nwd to be developed."* 

There are many factors that can limit the ability to finely focus an electron beam. The more corrunon ones inclu(te spherical 
and chromatic al^rrations, magnified source size, misalignments of critical componente, mutiral coulomb repulsion of the 
char^ particles in the beam, irud^uate magnetic and electrostatic diielding, mechanical vibrations, arwl deflation 
atenations. This invention is primarily dirKited to the correction of deflection aberrations although ^me of the other 
abenatiorB and factors will come into consideration since th^ are often linked in practical (tesigns. 

ElKrtron beam probes having a diameter of a few Angstroms are possible, birt only within a very small scanned field of a 
few hundred Angstroms. Most applications of electron beams, however, r^uire moving the beam around a^Jr^aably more. 
Wtei a beam is deflectal, aberrations of deflection are induced. Th^e (tefl^ion al»rrations are usually si^ificant aid 
oton much larger than the urdeflectai focu^d spot sire. 

Researchers have tried to redu<^ electrostatic deflection aberrMions sinc^ cathmie ray tubes first te:ame i^fid devices a 
century ago. While some improvements have been demorKtrated over the years, a major solution has yet to be satisfactorily 
ictentified.'" 

There are two types of image defects that result fl»m deflection. The first is a field defect that distorts rectangles into 
pincushion or barrel shap^. The second type of defect cau^s the focused spot to increa^ in size. The aberrations that 
cai^ the focused beam size to increase are of more concern. Deperuiing on the application, an electron beam designer will 
usually want perinreter or comer resolution to te the same or at Irast not significantly worse than resolution at the center of 
focus. Becau^ deflection aberrations are approximately proportional to the beam diameter ard the ^uare of the deflection 
angle, the <tesigner will often compromise center bri^tness and rerolution in or<ter to make comer resolution and 
brightn^ accept^le. (Note: Moss reports a linear depen(tence on b^an diameter while I have found a quadratic 
dependence.) This is typically achiev«i by rolucing the diameter of the beam in the deflection rcgioa As a demonstration 
of the inter^pendence among the aberrations, this tends to incrMse Sfmce charge repulsiort That is because space charge 
spread resulte fiom confinir^ too mar^ electrora in t<X) small a volume for too long a time (relatively speaking, of couree). 

It may i^em ibsA the wider \mm diameter would increase spherical d>erration in the main focus element since the beam 
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would more fully fill the space within the focus element. However, with electrostatic deflection, the focus elements could 
be made larger since there is no longer need to slip a small bore deflection yoke over the neck. Small neck diameters are 
important in magnetic deflection since power consumed by the horizontal deflection circuit is proportional to the volume of 
space energized by the magnetic field. Large diameter gun focus rings produce lower spherical aberration. A magnetic 
focus lens (that is possible using electrostatic deflection) has even less spherical aberration. 

With all the possible improvements described in this and other sections, the electron optics is probably capable of 20 
megapixel resolution - what is considered ideal for the mammography application.'^ This is beyond the current capability 
of drive electronics. The initial intention is to develop an 8 megapixel, 300 microamp beam current medical display. That 
beam current allows the use of darker feceplate glass that will improve the display contrast in high ambient lighting and 
will produce a few additional discemable gray scales. This is within the range of electronics and would be an improvement 
over what is available today. Mariteting inpal is that this would be well received by customers. There is a modest size 
market for such a display in a wide variety of medical ^jplications if the product can be sold at or below $5,000. 

3. POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVINGS 

Cathode ray tube technology was developed at a time when energy was cheap aiul only considered to be an economic factor 
- not an environmental fector. As a result, design decisions were made that probably would not have been made today. 
There are 94.74 million US households with an average 2.28 TVs (AC. Nielson) and there are approximately 150 million 
CRTs used as personal computer monitors (Stanford Resources, Inc.). Thus there arc ^jproximately 400 million CRT 
displays in daily use in this country. Typical power consumption is 150 watts. The average usage of a residential TV is 7.25 
hours per day. Assuming that the secondary TVs are on 2 hours per day, half of the PCs are on 24 hours per day and the 
other half are on 2 hours/day, this adds up to 0.54 Quads (end use) for the US. This power is consumed in buildings adding 
costs and consuming energy - then the additional heat must be pumped out by air conditioners. Thus we pay twice for 
energy inefficiency of computers and peripherals; at least when air conditioning is used. A significant fraction of the heat 
load of a well-insulated building is generated internally. Obviously, this cannot be reduced by improved insulation. 

To make an inexpensive and energy efficient color display, we are considering to use the old single gun beam index 
technology or something similar. Patents have long ago expired for the beam index concept that does not employ a shadow 
mask. (Used in a conventional three electron gun color CRT, (he shadow mask is a contoured sheet of metal with many 
small holes supported just in front of the phosphor screen so that, by parallax, electrons from the red electron gun impinge 
only upon the red phosphor, etc.) Since it distorts when heated, producing color shifts, the mask is the brightness-limiting 
element in modem displays. The screen in a beam index CRT is composed of alternating vertical red, green and blue 
phosphor stripes (applied as a one step decal or using a jet printer). T^ically, an ultraviolet phosphor is added to the blue 
phosphor or is printed on top of the aluminum film reflector over the blue phosphor stripe. An inexpensive internal UV 
pickup device senses where the beam is relative to the color stripes in real time. While the beam is scanned horizontally, 
beam intensity is modulated according to chroma and luminance signals to produce the needed hue and intensity. This color 
CRT is relatively insensitive to changes in external magnetic fields and obviously does not need degaussing coils or 
degaussing circuitry. 

The historic reason why the shadow mask was used instead of die beam index is electron optical in nature. Beam diameters 
need to be small (less than one phosphor stripe wide) over the entire screen or else the index registration signal is corrupted. 
With large beam landings in the comers it is difficult to know where the beam is relative to the various color stripes. Beam 
diameter growth in the comers is a particular problem in CRTs as one might suspect. 

But this is the strength of the new inventioa Our product would have hi^er brightness and resolution, perhaps lower cost 
(deflection yoke and shadow mask are expensive components), weigh the same or less (some additional small parts but 
again no yoke or shadow mask), smaller footprint, and consume less power than existing products. Our goal is to meet or 
exceed performance of the Sony G200 FD Trinitron 17" or equivalent display and to do this while using 25% less power. 
The G200 FD uses a shadow mask grill with 0.24 to 0.25 mm pitch. It can provide resolution of up to 1600 by 1200 at 75 
Hz although the recommended operation is 10241^ 768 at 85 Hz. It is 16.5* deep and is specified to consume less than 120 
watts. 

What would be the energy savings? Ignoring the few watt savings from two fewer cathode heating filaments, a shadow 
mask intercepts 80% of the electron beam current and wastes it as heat Since shadow mask color CRTs are operated at 30 
kV and 1 ma, eliminating the shadow mask could save 24 watts. 
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What additionally can be saved from the deflection circuitiy? Several questiom ari^ when comparing the circuitiy 
as«)ciated ener^ efficiency of each of there two CRT types. First, what |Mrt of the 150 watts consumed by a television 
receiver might be reducible with a switeh to el^rtrostatic deflection flx)m magnetic deflation? It would be confinwi to that 
fraction of the 150 watts that is devoted to generating and coirtroUing tire horiawrtal sweqj currents - since that is where 
m(Bt of the deflation po^r is consumed. The currents flow through an extenal componeitt (yoke) that contains inductive 
windinp on a ferrite core. The ^coiui qu^tion: What is the power consunqjtion in the horia)ntol sweep section of a 
television i^:siver? Consultant Vemon Beck was asked to i^ew this situation. 

Dr. B^k reported that TV i^«ivere ret up a magnetic field of average ener^ 600 volt-amps to deflect the electron beam. 
TMs field rep^te<Uy collapres and is i^stablish^ at the sw^p frequency of 15,75 kHz. TTiis ener^ is not lost but is 
recaptured in large measure 1^ chaigmg a cai^tor that will li di^harged to power the next cycle. Controlling this power 
is done at the ener^ <x>st of 8% of the average |K>wer. This inefBciency amounts to 50 watts, a re^nable oveth^ lewl. 
The losres should iiKxe^e in the i^ future as prom^d higher resolution displ^s (with more horizontal lines per fiame) 
ojme on the market 

Since the deflection field ener^ neakd to deflect the beam i^ng electric fields is 26% of the magnetic care, what mi^ 
be the actual savinp in an elertnstatically deflected CRT receiver? The deflation field would be 26% of 600 watts or 156 
watts. Would the inefficiency of a relatively high voltage s^sep ciraiit be different compart to a mapietic sweep circuit? 
A(xx)iding to Ba;k it depends on how the hi^ voltage is generated. If stacking high voltage transBtors prwiut^s the hi^ 
voltage, then the inefficiency coidd be the ^me or lovwr. On the other hand if tiamfomrais are used to generate the W^ 
voltage, then currents are ^neiated and there are attendant h^t losses. To coiwervatively estimate the power consumption 
of an electrostatic deflection CRT display, the inefficiency of the horiajntel sweeps will te taken m 150% of the 
inefficiency of the magnetic deflwaion ^splays or 12%. The resulting calculate power would be. 12 * .26 * 600 or 19 
watts, or a net savinp of 31 watts from switching to more energy efficient electric deflection. 

Adding the 31 vratt savinp (ftom deflection efficiency improvement) to the 24 watt savinp (flom eliminating the sh^ow 
mask), the net saving is 55 watts. That is approximately 44% improved ener^ efficiency. If all CRTs used this technology, 
this would r^hK^ US yemly ener^ consumption by 0.20 quads (end t^). We will amservatively i^ 25% eno-^ savings 
m a goal. TMs amounts to 0.10 quad savings. This corresponds to 51 million torels of oil^ear (end use). 

Any diasiKsion of energy consumption needs also to consider the embodiai ener^ of the materials used in the devic«. For 
this invention, the basic relevant material change in going fyna magnetic deflection to electrostatic deflsrtion is to a^ 
deflection plates (calculated to ure 10 gm of steinless steel) arul then subtract the m^erial in the external yoke (ignoring 
here the aiWtional benefit of eliminating the shMow mask embodied energy). TTie yoke consists of 0.2 to 0.8 lbs. of ferrite 
and 0.3 Ite. of ccqq^r wire (Sanyo Electronics). Copper and stainless st^l each have embwlied ener^ of >KK) MJ^g 
(UnilM Nations data 1990). Ignoring the contribution of the ferrite, changing flxjm .3 ll». of copj^r wire to 10 gm of 
stainless st^l provides an embodied ener^ advantage to elKrtrrotetic deflection of 13 MJ ira" CRT. 

Responding to interne criticism at the 1997 Kyoto confercirce fi-om underdevelop^ countries for poducing more than our 
fair share of greenhouse ga^s, the United States reluctanfly committ^ to an aggressive reduction. This OTmmitment is now 
being rwonsictered by the current administratioa However greenhouse gas emission was to be reduced 7% ftom the 1990 
bare by 2008 - 2012. Un^r tlte management of Office of Industrial Technologies (E>q)t. of Energy), much effort is 
underway in major energy consuming industries that consume 80% of the 22.4 Quads maimfocturing easr^ (end TKC basis) 
used in this coimtiy. 

Better efficiencies in there major Industrie arc sure to have an impact. But these are just the <A>vious big targets. Ermrgy 
inefficiency is a pervasive picblem. Other significant opiwrtunities to reduce energy assumption may exist and ne^ to be 
stiidied. We need to examine all commonly used itenm that consume energy and consider improvements wherever possible. 
One such major target is the ubiquitous CRT. 

Realistically, few i»ople would purehare a new display just becaure it saves a few dollars in energ? costs. However, no one 
nwds to be convince why they n^d an inexpensive, higher resolution, smaller footprint display for their new television or 
computer monitor. 
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4. CHROMATIC ABERRATIONS AND CRT FOOTPRINT 

An ambitious major mnovation in CRT technology is planned. Many aspects of electron optics, CRT engineering and 
manufactuiability need to be considered to be reasonably confident that we are not trading one problem that we know of for 
other problems that we have not yet thought of Periiaps the most likely technical hazard to the successful completion of 
this project is the limitation due to chromatic aberrations. That is because electrostatic components are known to have 
relatively high chromatic aberrations. '^ This needs to be considered in a proposed practical product design. 

The plan is to simultaneously solve several problems that are all linked and fortunately have a common solution. The 
several problems are 1) die high chromatic aberration of electrostatic deflection, 2) the large CRT footprint, 3) tiie need to 
dynamically shift the beam sli^tiy to optimally inject it into the scanning deflection plate gap in synchrony with horizontal 
scan left and right, and 4) the most efficient producers of copious electrons are hot erodes - but hot cathodes produce a 
large spread of electron energy (proportional to kT). 

For room temperature of 300 degrees Kelvin, kT is approximately 0.02 electron volts. For indirectly heated oxide coated 
cathodes (1100 degrees Kelvin), which are normally used in television tubes, the energy spread has a mean value of 0.1 
electron volt. For directly heated tungsten filaments (2500 degrees Kelvin), tiie eneigy spread mean is 0.2 volts. This 
energy spread can result in an appreciable chromatic aberration that limits performance for many applications. 

It is not difiicult to estimate the inqwrtance of these thermal energies in a CRT. The thermal eneigy is randomly oriented 
and necessarily has transverse and longitudinal components. The transverse component is most troublesome. For example, 
a 20 kV beam is deflected 10 inches over a throw of 12 inches. Ignoring small relativistic effects at this voltage, the 
velocity of an electron is proportional to the square root of the eneigy of the electron. The angular spread of the 20,000 volt 
beam due to a transverse energy of 0.1 elertron volt is therefore (0. l/2O,OO0)**0.5 or 0.0022 radians. This angular spread 
projects to 0.027 inches after 12 inches of throw. Even if all other aberrations were completely eliminated, the thermal 
spread would cause spot blur on the order of 0.027 inches. Despite the fact that hotter catiiodes are more copious and 
^cient emitters of electrons this calculation shows why in critical ^plications low temperature electron sources are often 
used.'^ 

In the above example, 0.1 volts added to 20,000 volts along the direction of the gun axis Oongitudinal component of 
thermal energy) adds an insignificant 0.00002 inches to the spot size. This shows that correcting chromatic aberrations 
would be advantageous once deflection aberrations are reduced in a high-resolution electron optics system. Equally useful 
would be a way to filter out the low and high energy electrons torn the beam. That would tend to make the electi-on optical 
system independent of chromatic aberrations. 

The solution we are considering is to orient the electron gun sideways or below the CRT rather than protivding out the back 
as is traditional. Then, using the electrostatic deflection technology, deflect the beam in several steps by 90 degrees or more 
before it is eventually injected into the scanning system. An aperture is strategically placed in the beam path before the last 
deflection to intercept the low and high energy components of the beam, passing a more monochromatic beam to the 
scanning system. This scheme simultaneously causes a smaller footprint CRT (by several inches), solves the chromatic 
aberration problem, dynamically optimizes beam injection offset (to left side of center for scan left, to right of center to 
scan right) and allows use of a copious, efficient emitter of electrons. 

The two major limitations of CRT displays compared to flat panel displays are excessive footprint and high weight. We can 
use this deflection technology invention to maikedly reduce the footprint of CRTs. Reducing CRT dimensions by bending 
the beam is not a new idea but by additionally using the reduced deflection aberration invention, the beam may still be as 
finely focused as if the gun were protiiiding out the back of the CRT. 

By using folded optics, both CRT footprint and chromatic aberrations can be reduced by deflecting the beam first, passing 
it through a trimming aperture and then scannmg. Thus high temperature cathodes can be used and the gun need not 
protrude out the back of the CRT. Another advantage of using folded electron optics is that guns with large distance from 
crossover to focus lens (to reduce optical magnification of the crossover) could be used without necessarily increasing the 
footprint. It appears that brightness and/or resolution can be inproved if deflection aberrations can be reduced because of 
the interdependence of these with other factors that contribute to focused spot size. 
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5. WILL THE CRT BE AROUND LONG ENOUGH TO JUSTIFY THIS WORK? 

Will the CRT te around long enough to justify a major effort to i^uce enei^? The competition for the CRT is the flat 
I»nel. The CRT has i^vetal advantages and dis^vantages compared to the flat pnel. The main advantage is cost in which 
there is a 5-10 fold advantage of the CRT. According to Castellano, if there were only a 15% cost premium, the flat panel 
would tdce the entire display market." The other advantage of the CRT is performance although that is rapdly diminishing 
as the performance of new flat panels improves. The dis^lvantag^ of the CRT are the laige horizontal surface area that tte 
device occupies (footprint) and its high weight. What about costs? Consider flii^ 1999 comments by a flat pand marketing 
commitl^: 1) due to its low cost "that old CRT refuses to go away". 2) "cathode toy tutes invent^ 1(H) years ago will 
continue to dominate the market at Irast throu^ tl« year 2004." 3) "It's prire, price, price, price, price aM ptim", 4) 
"There were plenty of people in our indiBtiy who were overbullish about flat iMnel displays, but tlwy're not even close to 
taking over the market", 5) CRTs were supposed to be close to d>K»lete by 2000. "That y^r k^p going further and further 
into the future"'* 

There are 200 million CRTs nmde annually in the world mainly for the television arKi computer monitor markete. This is a 
$22 billion market aiui growing at 4% per year. The widely pr^ctoi replacement of CRTs with flat i»nels is not 
happening. It may occur in the futare but for now the CRT market remains strong. It is now fully appreciated that the 5-fold 
cost advantage of the CRT is an important marketing barrier to more experKive displays that only offer a smaller footprint 
Flat panel marketing ojrrmiitt^s suggest that "bragging rights" are not sufficient to overx»me major cost dismlvantages. At 
this time, the CRT is the cost-effective solution to many display applications. It m^ never be displace in cost ^nsitive 
market segments specially if there are significant n^uctions in footprirtt. 

6. THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

A versatile t^ tel to experimentally determirte if the irmovation works is currently uwler construction and is drown in 
fig,3. It is being built insi<te a 6-way crws vacuum chamber conqjo^ of 10" OD diameter cylirrsterB wel<ted toother. An 
elKrtron gun is situated on one arm (left front) aiming toward a phosphor ct»t^ 1" thick ^ss plate at the oiq)osite arm 
(right rear). For mechanical alignment of the beam, the el^^tron gun is attached to a bellows (with a gl^ action to allow 
the gim flange to float at high voltage if n^^) that is attacled to the cro^. In the figure, the z-axis is along the gun axis 
from left front to right tssr. The y-axis is vertical. The x-axis is in the horia>rrtal plane from left rear to right front. Various 
size beam-4efining apertures are mourrt^i on a stage that is movable in x arrf y dimeirsions transver^ to the nominal beam 
z-axis usirrg extenal mechaniral motions. The deflection ^sembly stage is movable in tire x-diiectioa Tte beam is 
(teflected in the positive or ne^tive x-dira:tion by the shai^ platra that are larely visible in fig. 3 as i»rt of the table-Hke 
structure in fiortt of the 1" thick glass iKireen. For exiwrimatitel versatilrty there is r^uiulancy in aHgnmart mechanisms. 
The beam landmg is c*serv«i vnth the use of a vi<fco microscope that has a Irarg working distence. Tlrere is clearance for 
60 dep^s of team cteflK^on on either side. Tire 6-way cross sits on a conwntional pumping Nation with sufficient 
pumping speed and suitable instrumentation. The device is urwler constniction at Cooke Vacuum Pnxlucts in Norwalk, CT. 
The current setup is designed to operate up to 20 kV. The high voltege power suppli^ are flora Ultravolt, Inc, in 
Ronkonlama, NY. 

We exp^:t to be in initial stages of operation in late summer 2001. The experiment is scheduled for completion by end of 
2001. At that tirrre, we will know if the innovation works. We will Mdirionally haw knowledge of how laiie a team 
diameter in tte deflection plarre can te deflected into how large an angle withoirt focus teing impairwi by ckflection 
aberrations. It is also exp^ted that mim understanding cjf allowable mecharrical tolerances will be known. Qjviously that 
is imfKjrtant if and when this irrvention goes into product design and eventual manufacturing pha^s. 
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Fig. 1. Equipotentials and lines of 
force at lie edge of a tw) 

      oppositely charged parallel plates. 

0.008 Deflection aberration vs offset 

-0.08 -0.04 0.04 0.08 0.12 

injertion offset (in.) 
0.16 0.2 0.24 

Fig. 2. Output of a computer ray trace program that computes the aberratioiK due to ^fleeting an electron beam. The 
in^pendent variable is the ofitet firom the axis of synunetry to which the beam is directed. It is seen that the optimum 
injartion o^t is not in the center as might be suggest^ fiom examining fig. 1 above. Rather the optimran is oflfet toward 
the attracting plate by approximately 33% in this example. 
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Fig. 3. Test bed for e}q;)eiimental verification of offset injection electric field deflection. 
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Introduction 
Since the Braun tube was first developed over one hundred years ago, 
many devices and instmrnents have been built ttiat make use of charged 
particle beams. In most of these applications, deflecting the beam is 
essential to the operation of ttie instrument. Beyond ten or so degrees of 
deflection, magnetic deflection is nomially the choice for deflecting 
beams since the deflection aberrations are 2-3 times smaller ttian electric 
field deflection aberrations (1-3). Since deflection aberrations increase with 
deflection angle and beam diameter, a variety of detrimental aspects of 
optical devices such as large system dimensions, low beam cun-ent and 
excessive coulomb refwlsion sometimes can be traceaWe to ajmprCTnises 
resulting from deflection aberrations. Improvements in electrostatic 
deflection have been proposed over the years but a general solution has 
not been identified (4-6), 

Using a custom ray trace program, we proposed a solution that involves 
injecting ttie beam offset between two oppositely charged deflection 
plates. According to tills idea, injecting a beam offset 33% or 42% 
(depending on the method of calculation) of the distance towaixi the 
attracting plate will reduce deflection abenations 10 fold, i,e., to below 
what is achievable for magnetic deflection (7-9). We built a demountable 
test-bed to evaluate this concept (10). Initial experimental results are now 
available. 

Results 
The system is shown schematically in fig. 1 and in photographs 2a, 2b 
and 2c. A 6 kV beam 0.010" in diameter is used as a probe. The beam is 
deflected ± 28.2 degrees by passing it between 2 shaped plates with ± 
2.3 kV applied. The plates are 1" long, 0.600" apart at the entrance and 
flared to 1,4" at the exit. The plates are movable transveree to the nomi- 
nal beam axis. Thus, injection offset variation is accomplished by mo\nng 
the plates rather than by moving the injected beam. Beam deflection on 
a phosphor screen 4,5" from the plate exit vs. beam injection offset is 
shown in fig. 3 and fig. 4, The center of the plate gap is at 0.6" and the 
plate gap extends from 0.3" to 0,9" on the horizontal scale in figs. 3 & 4, 
The phosphor screen and the scale with which beam landing is measured 
to produce figs. 3 & 4 are stationary. 

Fig. 3 is the result of deflecting the beam to the left as viewed from fac- 
ing the screen. The polarity of the plates is then reversed to provide data 
for fig. 4. Thus the experiment is repeated by switching attracting plates 
without letting the system up to air. 
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Fig. 3 and 4. Initial data from the demountable. A 0.010' diameter electron beam probe Is Injected at various offset 
posltmns Into the gap between two om>osltely charged conductive plates. The plates arel" long and 0.0" apart at 
me entrance where me gap Is smallest On the horizontal scale In both figs. 3 and 4, the symmetrical center Is at 0.6" 
so me prabe can be Injected from 0.3' to OS'. Tfte poslttve (attracUng) plate Is at 0.3" In fig. 3 and at 0.9' In fig. 4. 
I" each figure, there Is a trindow approximately 0.2' wide and centered 0.1' from geometrical center toward the 
attracting plate ntheie the beam landing vs. Injection o«s«« Isflatlnomer words, a parallel beam Injected In this seg- 
ment will exit parallel. This Indicates a segment where the deflection aberrations are at a minimum and cleariy small- 
er man at the point of symmetry 
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Conclusions 
It can be seen that deflection aberrations ar 
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TTie data reported here support ttie theoretica 
there is no apparent reason why this technique 
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Conclusions 
It can be seen that deflection aberrations are far smaller toward the 
attracting plate in both fig. 3 and fig. 4. In fact, there is an offset segment 
approximately 0.2" in size (or 1/3 of the entire gap) in each of fig. 3 and 
tig. 4 where the beam deflection is independent of the injection offset 
That IS, any electron injected into the plate gap in that segment will be 
deflected by the same amount. Or If a round parallel beam were injected 
in that segment, it would emerge also round and parallel. The aberrations 
in this segment are too small to measure with our technique. There is no 
equivalent segment on the half of the gap closest to the repelling plate in 
either fig. 3 or 4. The center of the beam placement for minimum deflec- 
tion aberrations is approximately 1/3 of the distance from the center to the 
attracting plate - where it was predicted to be. 

Rgure 4 rotated by 180 degrees is very similar to fig. 3. This shows that 
the effect is reproducible and not the result of random dust or contamina- 
tion on one or the other plate. 

With symmetrical injection, electrostatic deflection aberrations occur 
because the parts of the beam that are far from the attracting plate are 
deflected more than corresponding parts of the beam that are near the 
attracting plate. Deflection increases quadratically as the distance from 
the attracting plate increases past the plane of symmetry. This explains 
why electrostatic deflection shows some focusing action in the plane of 
deflection and also why a quadrupole cancels some but not all of the 
aberration. 

The data reported here support the theoretical prediction. Furthermore 
there is no apparent reason why this technique cannot provide ±45 to ±55 
degrees of deflection wth little or no deflection aben-ations 
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When deflecting a charged particle beam into small angles, electrostatic deflection is commonly 
used. For larger angles, magnetic is the usual choice mainly because the deflection aberrations are 
two- or threefold less. Methods to reduce electrostatic deflection aberrations have been proposed 
over the yeare but a major solution has not been identified. This subject has recendy been revisited 
and, based on computations, it has been proposed that electrostatic deflection aberrations can be 
reduced 10-fold if the beam is injected asymmetrically into the gap between two conventional 
shaped oppositely charged conducting plates. According to this theory, with the proper mjection 
offset, die only surviving aberration is astigmatism diat is totally correctable with a quadrupole prior 
to deflection. The predicted optimal offset was eidier 33% or 42% (depending on the method of 
calculation) from the center towarf die attracting plate. We have built a demountable test bed to 
experimentally determine if the innovation is correct. Tlie beam is deflected by shaped plates 
^cording to a previously reported design. This plate design w^ predicted to provide ±38.1° of 
deflection for a beam 0.050 in. in diameter with undetectable deflection rfierrations at optimal 
offsets. Compaied to the calculated design, the voltages used in the demountable test bed are smaller 
(6 compared to 20 kV), the throw distance from the plate entrance to the screen is smaller (4.5 
compared to 12 in.), and the deflection angle is ±28.2° but otherwise the setups are very similar. 
Initial data from the test bed are deflection of a 0.010 in. diam probe after injection into the 
deflection plate gap at various offset positions. It is found that 1/3 of the way from center toward the 
attracting plate, there is a 0.2 in. wide section of the deflection versus offset curve tfiat is flat 
indicating a segment in which the aberrations are not detectable. Based on these initial results, the 
concept is valid and the injection offset was where it was predicted to be. © 2002 American 
Vacuum Society.   [DOI: 10.1116/1.1523020] 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Since the cathode ray tube was first developed over 1(X) 
years ago, many devices and instruments have been built that 
make use of charged particle beams. In most of these appli- 
cations, deflecting the beam is essential to the operation of 
the instrument. There are two ways to deflect beams— 
passing them transversely through either magnetic or electric 
fields. Electric fields are simpler to produce and consume 
less power. Beyond 10° or so of deflection, the magnetic 
field is normally the choice since the deflection aberrations 
are two to three times smaller than electric field deflection 
aberrations.'"' Since deflection aberrations increase with the 
deflection angle and beam diameter, a variety of detrimental 
aspects of optical devices such as large system dimensions, 
low beam current and excessive Coulomb repulsion some- 
times can be traceable to compromises resulting from deflec- 
tion aberrations. Improvements in electrostatic deflection 
have been proposed over the years but a general solution has 
not been identified,*"* 

Using a custom ray trace program,' we proposed a solu- 
tion that involves injecting the beam offset between two op- 

%lectronic mail: elopt©eaitMink.net 
'"'Electionic mail: istein®cookevaccum.com 

positely charged deflection plates. According to this idea, 
injecting a beam offset 33% or 42% (depending on the 
method of calculation) of the distance toward the atfracting 
plate will reduce deflection aberrations 10-fold, i,e,, to below 
what is achievable for magnetic deflection,*"'" This is coun- 
terintuitive, at least judging by the fringe fields as seen in 
Fig. 1. It would seem logical to avoid these fringe fields as 
much as possible by injecting the beam centered between the 
two plates. 

However, from another perspective, an asymmetrical so- 
lution may not be so unreasonable. In Feynman's famous 
1959 talk to the American Physical Society at Caltech when 
nanotechnology was first discussed, he lamented on the limi- 
tation in resolution of electron microscopes: "The reason the 
electron microscope is so poor is that the/value of the lenses 
is only 1 part to 1(X)0; you do not have a big enough numeri- 
cal aperture. And I know there are theorems which prove that 
it is fanpossible, with axially symmetrical stationary field 
lenses, to produce an/value any bigger than so and so; and 
tiierefore the resolving power at the present time is at its 
theoretical maximum. But in every theorem there are as- 
sumptions. Why must the field by symmetrical? I put this out 
as a challenge: Is there no way to make the electron micro- 
scope more powerfiil?." " 

2678     J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B 20(e), Nov/Dec 2002     1071-102*2«»S20(6)/267»*$19.00     ©2002 American Vacuum Society    2678 
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FIG. 1. Equipotentials and lines of force at the edge of two oppositely 
chaiged parallel plates. Traditionally, when deflecting charged particle 
beams, the particles are injected centered between the plates to avoid the 
fiinge field as much as possible. 

We built a demountable test bed to evaluate the asym- 
metrical injection concept.'^ Initial experimental results are 
now available. 

II. RESULTS 

The system is shown schematically in Fig. 2 and in pho- 
tographs in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). A 6 kV beam 0.010 in. in 
diameter is used as a probe. While the cathode is a bare 
tungsten filament with a typical 0.2 eV thermal spread, the 
0.010 in. aperture is approximately 20 in. away producing a 
calculated 0.002 eV transverse energy spread in the beam 
that enters the deflection assembly. As a result, chromatic 

abeirations have not been noticeable as contributing to de- 
flection aberrations. [The separate effects of longitudinal and 
transverse energy spread in the beam were discussed for 
cathode ray tube (CRT) appUcations previously.*^] The beam 
is deflected ±28.2° by passing it between two shaped plates 
with ±2.3 kV applied. The plates are 1 in. long, 0.600 in. 
apart at the entrance and flared to 1.4 in. at the exit. The 
plates are movable transverse to the nominal beam axis. 
Thus, variation in injection offset is accomplished by moving 
the plates rather than by moving the injected beam. Beam 
deflection on a phosphor screen 4.5 in. from the plate en- 
trance versus the beam injection offset is shown in Figs. 4 
and 5. The center of the plate gap is at 0.6 in. and the plate 
gap extends from 0.3 to 0.9 in. on the horizontal scale in 
Figs. 4 and 5. The phosphor screen and the scale with which 
beam landing is measured to produce Figs. 4 and 5 are sta- 
tionary. 

Figure 4 is the result of deflecting the beam to the left 
viewed facing the screen. The polarity of the plates is then 
reversed to provide the data for Fig. 5. Thus the experiment 
is repeated by switching attracting plates without letting the 
system up to air. Figure 5 data from 0.3 to 0.6 in. fit a 
quadratic form with r^=0.999. 

III. CONCLUSIONS 
It can be seen that deflection aberrations are far smaller 

toward the attracting plate in both Figs. 4 and 5. In fact, there 
is an offset segment approximately 0.2 in. in size (or 1/3 of 
the entire gap) in both Figs. 4 and 5 where the beam deflec- 
tion is independent of the injection offset. That is, any elec- 
tron in a parallel beam injected into the gap between the 
plates in that segment will be deflected by the same amount. 
Or, if a round parallel beam were injected in that segment, it 

TESr-BED FOR VARIABLE OFFSET 
INJECTION ElECTRIC DEFlfCTION. 

NOTSHOVVN: 
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FIG. 2. Schematic of the test bed that 
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Beam landing vs. probe injection olfeet 

FIG. 3. (a) Assembly showing the movable aperture and movable deflection 
plates. The beam axis is the +z direction (down and to the right in this 
view). The aj»iture is movable in the x and y directions. The two sta^s are 
visible. The plates are movable in the x direction. This stage is also visible. 
The tab on the nearer plate is used to attach the deflection high voltage. A 
grounded metallic screen, not shown, shields the beam from fields due to 
bare wire high voltage leads from the top access port to the deflection plates, 
(b) Assembled test bed. It is built inside a six-way cross of 10 in. diam 
cylinders. An electron gtm is on the fiff left. Motion for the aperture and 
deflection plates is on the near left flange. The squMe bar supporting the 
aperture and plates m (a) is welded to this near left flange. High voltage 
feedthroughs for the deflection plates are on the top flange. The 1 m. thick 
glass plate is on the ri^t flan^. The phosphor screen and glass scale are 
visible through the 1 in. glass plate. The scale is within the vacuum system 
adjacent to the phosphor screen to avoid parallax measurement eixors. The 
microscope mounted on a track that is used to measure the beam landing is 
seen on the right. TTie rear flange, not seen in this view, is used for final 
assembly. Tte pumps are below. 
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FIG. 4. Initial data from the demountable test bed. A 0.010 in. diam electron 
beam probe is injerted A various offset positions into the gap between two 
oppositely charged condurtive plates. The plates are 1 in. long and 0.6 in. 
apart m. the enhance where the gap is smallest. On the horizontal scale, the 
symmetrical center is rt 0.6 in. so the probe can be injected from 0.3 to 0.9 
in. The positive (atttacting) plate is at 0.3 in. There is a window approxi- 
mately 0.2 in. wide that is centered 0.1 in. ftom the geometrical center 
toward the attracting plate where the beam landing vs mjection offtet is flat. 
In other words, a parallel beam injected in this segment vrill exit paidlel. 
This indicates a segment where the deflection dierrations are at a minunum 
and cleariy smaller tfian at the potot of symmeby. 

electrostatic deflection shows partial focusing action in the 
plane of deflection. This action is somewhat quadrupole like, 
explaining why a stigm^or cancels some but not all of the 
aberration as reported by Kanaya and Baba.* While the ab- 
erration can be mathematically described in only a few sen- 
tences, it would appear to be very difficult if not impossible 
for any external field configiu-ation of electric and/or mag- 
netic fields to correct the aberration. This explains why em- 
pirical approaches have not solved this problem. 

Traditional theoretical approaches to the study of electro- 
static deflection aberrations neglect details of the structure of 
fringe fields presumably since they are complex (as shown in 
Fig. 1) and not expressible in closed form. In the way treated 

Beam landing vs. probe InJecUon oMet (polarities 
reversed) 

would emerge also round and parallel. The aberrations in this 
segment are too small to measure with our technique. There 
is no equivalent segment on the half of tiie gap closest to the 
repelling plate in either Fig. 4 or 5. The center of beam 
placement for minimum deflection aberrations is approxi- 
mately 1/3 the distance from the center to the attracting plate, 
where it was predicted to be. 

Figure 5 rotated 180° is very similar to Fig. 4. This shows 
that the effect is reproducible and not the result of random 
dust or contamination on one or the other plate. 

With symmetrical injection, the nature of electrostatic de- 
flection aberrations is now clear. Since deflection is uniform 
on the atttacting side of the beam but increases quadratically 
with distance fit)m the center on the repelUng side, half of 
the beam will tend to fold over onto itself. ITiis explains why 
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Probe Injecflon offest (in.) 

FIG. 5. Initial data from the demountable test bed. A O.OIO in. diam electajn 
beam probe is mjected at various offset positions into the gap between two 
oppositely chan^d conductive plates. The plates are 1 m. long and 0.6 in. 
apart at flie entrance where the gap is smallest. The positive (attacting) plate 
is at 0.9 in. 
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by Szilagyi," for example, the fringe field is approximated 
by merely assuming that the effective plate length is trun- 
cated by a geometric factor compared to the physical length 
because the field drops off inside the plate towards the edge. 
Then, rays are studied using paraxial approximations that 
involve polynomial expansions about the axis of symmetry. 
The solutions we have found that are 33%-42% from sym- 
metry towards the boundary are too far off axis to be studied 
with paraxial ray approximations. From our results, details of 
the structure of the fringe field pattern cannot be ignored and 
the solutions are not paraxial. This explains why previous 
analytical approaches have not found the solution that we 
have reported. 

In retrospect, there may be two intuitive explanations of 
why offset injection should be an improvement. First, a beam 
injected centered will exit off center with a deflecting field 
applied. Therefore it is not logical to automatically assume 
that the optimal injection point is on center. Second, the op- 
timally injected rays more or less follow equipotentials as 
they pass through the plates. Since they form an orthonormal 
set, lines of force are perpendicular to equipotentials. Thus as 
the electrons travel toward the target, deflection forces are 
always perpendicular to the direction of travel. Perhaps that 
is the ultimate source of the advantage that we report here. 

A simple far-off-axis solution seems to produce a major 
improvement in this commonly used electron optical device. 
Perhaps there are other situations in electron optics where 
long-standing approaches need to be reexamined by other 
than paraxial ray approximations and symmetrical field tech- 
niques. 

The data reported here support our theoretical prediction. 
Furthermore, there is no apparent reason why this technique 
cannot provide ±45-±55° of deflection with little or no 
deflection aberration. 

Some deflection system designs such as our test example 
apparently do not need an astigmatism correcting quadru- 
pole. 

We are currently investigating applications of this tech- 
nology in other areas including electron beam lithography. 

Since electron sources such as thermal-field emitters with 
approximately 1 eV beam energy spread are used in lithog- 
raphy, this will need to be considered as well as the require- 
ment to provide 50 nm resolution over a large area. 
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Abstract 

According to the National Institutes of Healtli, digital mammography Is one of ttie most promising 
research areas for improving earty detection of breast cancer. However, the limitations of cun-ent display 
systems remain an Impediment to full realization of its potential. 

We have been studying how to improve the resolution of inexpensive cathode ray tubes (CRTs) so that 
they can meet what has been available from x-ray film. In a cafliode ray tube display, an electron beam 
is scanned In raster fashion over a phosphor screen. TTie cun-ent in the beam Is modulated to produce 
the desired light output pattern. Because of the low mass of electrons it is easy to deflect electron beams. 
It is much harder to additionally preserve the ability to finely focus ttie beam after deflection. There are 
two ways to deflect an electron beam - using magnetic fields or electric fields. The vast majority of CRT 
displays use magnetic deflection. The basic advantage of magnetic deflection Is that deflection 
abenrations are lower. A way to significantly reduce electric field deflection aben-ations would be an 
important development. 

This has recently been accomplished - initially according to calculations and now verified by 
experimental results. We intend to prototype an 8 megapixel, 300 microamp beam current CRT vwth 
electric field deflection. This will be an improvement over what is cun-entiy available from any CRT. Using 
fills display In digital mammogr^tiy workstations will likely hrtp radiologists identity malignancies and 
ignore benign lesions. 

Introduction 

Since the cathode ray tube was first developed over one hundred years ago, many devices and 
instnirnents have been built that maJce use of charged parMcle beans. In most of ttiese appllcaUons, 
deflecting the beam Is essential to the operation of the Instrument. TTiere ar^ two ways to deflect beams 
- passing them transversely through either magnetic or electric fields. Electric fields are simpler to 
produce and consume less power. Beyond ten or so degrees of deflection, magnetic field is nomially the 
choice since the deflection aberrations are 2-3 fimes smaller thai electric field deflection aberrations 
(1-3). Since deflection aberrations increase v«ft deflection mgle and beam diameter, a variety of 
detrimental aspects of optical devices such as large system dimensions, low beam current and excessive 
coulomb repulsion sometimes can be traceable to compromises resulting ftom deflection aben-ations. 
Improvements In elecfrostaflc deflection have been proposed over ttie years but a general solution has 
not been Identifled (4^). 

Using a custom ray trace program, we proposed a solution that involves injecting ttie beam offset between 
two oppositely chained deflection plates (US Patents 5,825,123 amd 6,232,709). According to this idea, 
inJecUrig a beam offset 33% or 42% (depending on flie method of osculation) of the distance toward the 
attracting plate will reduce deflection aberrations 10 fold, i.e., to below what is achievable for magnetic 
deflection (7-9). We built a demountable test-bed to evaluate ttie asymmetrical injection concept (10,11). 

TTie system is shown schematically in fig. 1 aid in photographs 2a, 2b and 2c. A 6 kV beam 0.010" In 
diameter is used as a probe. The beam is deflected ± 28.2 degrees by passing it between 2 shaped 
plates with ± 2.3 kV applied. The plates are 1" long, 0.600" apart at the entrance and flared to 1.4" at the 
exit. Data are shown in figs. 3 and 4. 
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Fig. 3. Beam laiidlng vs. probe li^edkin iMsst 
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Fig. 3 and 4. Initial data from the demountable, A 0.010" diameter 
■ electron beam probe Is Injected at various offset positions into 
:] t/ie gap between two oppositely charged conductive plates. The 
: plates are 1" long and 0.6" apart at tfje entrance wtiere the gap Is 
; - smallest. On the horizontal scale In both figs. 3 and 4, the sym- 
; metrical center Is at 0,6" so the probe can be Injected from 0.3" 
I to 0.9". The positive (attracting) plate Is at 0.3" in fig. 3 and at 0.9" 
j in fig. 4. In each figure, there Is a window approximately 0.2" 
;- wide and centered 0.1" from geometrical center toward the 
' Attracting plate where the beam landing vs. Injection offset Is flat. 
'' In other words, a parallel beam Injected in this segment will exit 
, parallel. This indicates a segment where the deflection aberra- 
'   tians are at a minimum and clearly smaller than at the point of 

symmetry 
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Sal data from the demountable. A 0.010" diameter 
pr0be fs injected St various offset positions into 
ntwo oppositely charged conductive plates. The 
9p and 0.6" apart at the entrance where the gap Is 
k horlzonlai scale in both figs. 3 and 4, the sym' 
is at 0.6" so the probe can be Injected from 0.3" 
pve (attracting) plate Is at 0.3"in fig. 3andat0.9" 
ifi figure, there is & window approximately 0.2" 
fred 0.1" from geometrical center towsrd the 
Jvhere the beam landing vs. injection offset is flAt. 
'A parallel beam Injected in this segment will exit 
idlcates a segment where the deflection stierra- 
ninlmum and clearly smaller than at the point of 

Pig Sa. Assembly showing the movable aperture and movable 
deflection plates. The beam axis is +z direction (down and to 
the right in this view). The aperture is movable In x and y 
directions, 77w two stages are visible. The plates are movable 
In the X direction. This stage Is also visible. The tab on the 
near plate Is used to attach the deflection high voltage. 

Fig, 2b. Same as fig. 2a but a grounded metallic screen Is 
added. The screen shields the beam from fields due to bare 
wire high voltage leads from ttie top access port to the 
deflection plates. 
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Fig. 2c. The assembled test-bed. it Is built inside a 6-way 
cross of 10" diameter cylinders. The electron gun is on the 
far left. Motions for the aperture and deflection plates are on 
the near left flange. The square'bar supporting the aperture 
andpfates in figs. 2a and 2b Is welded to this nesrleft flange. 
High voltage feedthroughs for the deflection plates are on 
.the top flange. The 1" thicif glass plate is on the right flange. 
The phosphor screen and glass scale are visible through the 
1" glass plate. The scale Is within the vacuum system arf/a- 
cent to the phosphor screen to avoid parallax measurement 
errors. The microscope mounted on a track that Is used to 
measure beam landing is seen on the right. The rear flange 
not seen in this view is used for ftnai assembly. The pumps 
are below. 

Conclusions 

It can be seen that deflection aben'ations are far smaller toward the attractir 
fig. 4. In fact, there is an offset segment approwmately 0.2" in size (or 1/3 of 
fig. 3 and flg. 4 wrtiere the beam deflection Is Independent of the injection offs 
a parallel beam injected Into ttie plate gap in that segment will be deflected bj 
round parallel beam were injected In that segment, it would emerge aJso 
Serrations in this segment are too small to measure with our technique. TTien 
on the half of ttie gap closest to the repelling plate In either fig. 3 or 4. TTie cen 
for minimum deflection aberratiwis is approximately 1/3 of the distance from' 
plate - where it was predicted to be. Figure 4 rotated by IK) degrees is very s 
that the effect is reproducible and not the result of random dust or contamlnatio 

These data support our theoretical prediction. Furthemiore, there is no apparen 
cannot prowde ±45 to iSS degrees of deflection with little or no deflection abeir 
capability to make an improved CRT display for medicrt imaging and digital n 
in parBcular. The CRT will be capaWe of resolving very flne microcalciflcat 
aWiough that is beyond the present limitations of drive circuitry. A compromise 
300 microamp display ttiat is wrtthin circuitry capability and an improvement ov 

Addenda 

Germane to this Era of Hope Conference, the auttior also studies breast cane 
Folkmam Surgical Research laboratory at Hazard Medical School (12-14) 
breast caicer screening controverey has recently been submitted to Current 
Q^ecology for Feb 2003 publication. 
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